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Saint Valentine's Day, commonly shortened to
Valentine's Day, is an an opportunity for people to tell
somebody that they love them in a romantic way.
The Team at Onaré has selected their top 10 things
to do on Valentines Day:
1. Seeing a play at the Living Arts Centre
( in Mississauga)
2.Dinner at the CN Tower and Ice skating at Nathan
Phillips Square
3. A weekend in Niagara
4. Couples Massage/Spa day
5. Dinner at Boston Pizza (they offer heart shaped
pizzas)
6. Dinner and a Movie
7. Horse and Buggy
8. A romantic Getaway at a cabin
9. Ice Skating at Celebration Square (Square one,
Mississauga, ON) with hot Chocolate or Apple Cider
10. Dinner at home with a hired chef
1.
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HOW TO CELEBRATE VALENTINE’S WITH
STYLE
Whether it is a quiet evening at a fancy
restaurant or a night out on the town - here are
some easy great romantic looks:

3.
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1. The key to getting this seductive hairstyle is to
make sure you wrap hair loosely around a
medium curling. Run fingers through your hair to
break up the pieces and muss up the ends, then
pin random sections back to give that “not trying
too hard” look.
2. To get Jessica Alba’s luscious curls, start with
a great blowout, then wrap just the ends around
a large curling iron for a full and healthy look.
3.To get the glamorous finger waves like
Charlize Theron, wrap sections of hair around a
medium-sized curling iron. Make sure to
alternate directions for a voluminous look with
extra bounce.
4. Soft waves: place medium-sized hot rollers
from the bottom of your hair up to the roots and
leave in for 20 minutes. After removing, separate
curls with your fingers and spritz with shine
spray.

Make up tips for Valentine’s Day
Celebrity makeup artists say that the most common mistake
women make when choosing eyes shadow, is to try to match
your eye color too much. Having blue eyes, so you wear
blue make up, isn’t the trend anymore. Today, it is all about
contrast. The eye shadow is meant to frame the eye, not to
overpower it.
A tone blue eye will stand out much more with a bronze
shadow.
With brown eyes, you can add a dark blue
shadow to outline the eye.
Following, is a step by step guide to help apply the best eyes
shadow for your eye color.
Blue eyes: the best color is bronze eye shadow. Use a
matte taupe in the crease, and then use a satin bone shade
underneath the brow area. Apply the lid with a shimmery
bronze shadow with a damp brush. When it dries, it will
have a glazed look that will last longer than a using a cream
shadow. Use a dark brown pencil, closely line the top and
bottom lash lines to deepen the effect.
Brown eyes: start out with a dark (navy) blue eyeliner with
a neutral shadow. Start with a satin bone color on the eye
lid. For the next layer, apply a matte taupe in the crease and
a shimmery champagne along the brow bow. Use a blue
pencil to line closely along the top lash line. Blend the line.
Draw a touch of color underneath the lid to continue the
look. Do not apply it on very heavy, it will draw the eyes
down.
Green eyes: start with a plum eye shadow. Use a lavender
shade for the lid. Use a middle-toned color for the crease
and highlight with the palest shimmery shade. Use a dark
plum shade to bring out the outer corners. Finish with a
shimmery plum liquid on the top of the eye, very close to the
lash line.
Hazel eyes: green works best. Use sheer, muted greens.
Apply a matte taupe in the crease and a champagne
shimmer on the brow bone. Use a light shade on the lids.
Line the eyes top and and bottom with a deep dark
evergreen pencil, smudging with your finger.

Valentines Promotion Ideas

“Night on the Town” Gift Baskets- one of our favorite products with
a ceramic bamboo styling brush (ask reception for details)

Gift Card and a Product of Choice

“Date Day” for the week of Valentines day. Bring a Friend
and both receive 50% off your services that day: On Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays,

bring a friend who has never been to Onaré, and get two cuts and/or colors for the price
of one (11:30 am to 4:00 pm only).
Policies:
Please mention the offer when you make your appointment. To be eligible for the twofor-one promo, you must refer a person who is new to salon. If you have never been to
Onaré yourself, you’re welcome to bring another “new to the salon” friend to use this
offer. Both appointments must be booked on the same day with the same stylist. If you
bring more than one friend, all appointments booked together and fulfilled on the same
day will receive a 50% discount on the cost of their service

His and Hers 2 for 1 Scalp Massage

